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Job Costing Software for Small to Mid-sized Manufacturing and Fabrication Companies.

Redmond / Washington / May 25, 2010/ / Dynamic Systems, Inc., a software developer specializing in data
collection for the manufacturing industry, has announced the release of a low cost Job Costing software
program based on bar code technology.

June 16, 2010 - PRLog -- Release of Job Data 
DSI has announced the immediate release of CheckMate Job Data, targeted for
Small to mid-sized fabricators or manufacturers who need a flexible, low-cost
way to track labor and materials against jobs. Using the CheckMate Job Data software, the number of hours
spent on a job can be broken down into tasks, employees or departments. The work-order is printed with a
barcode identification number and each employee is assigned a bar-coded badge. The work-order number
and the badge are scanned using a barcode reader (either a scanner “corded” to a PC or a portable barcode
terminal) as work begins on the job. When used in conjunction with CheckMate Stockroom, full materials
management is added to the data. Stockroom provides a high level bill of materials to the labor data that is
being captured.

Track Jobs
The location of the work order (job) within the manufacturing process can be
tracked, allowing the production manager to forecast finish dates and identify
any hold-ups or bottlenecks in the process.

Time and Attendance
Job Data includes a Time and Attendance module, which will collect labor hours
for payroll. This module is capable of accounting for breaks, lunch and start/end
times by automatically clocking the employee in/out at the preset times. This system is Windows based,
easy to use and simple to set-up. 

Contact Rob Freeman 
VP Business Development
robf@click2barcode.com
http://www.abarcode.com
800-342-3999 X 208

# # #

In business since 1981, DSI provides bar code systems to the construction, manufacturing, distribution. tool
management system, maintenance scheduler, inventory , time and attendance and job costing. Bar code data
collection is a proven technology.
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